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As a digital marketing specialist, I have seen more than a
few social media trends come and go.

As of 2022, there are approximately 3.96B social media
users around the world (up from 2.5 billion users in 2017).

And it's not going anywhere. In the coming years, social
media use is projected to continue to grow.

It is hard to distinguish a fad from a trend, knowing
which social media trends to pay attention to and which
ones to ignore. 

Here are the ones that matter most in 2022.

In this guide, we will discuss the social media trends that
will help you succeed in each phase of the consumer
journey.

(Awareness, Engagement and Conversion)
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In 2022, consumers' expectations have evolved when it

comes to shopping online. Building off what worked well

in 2021, here are two additional trends to consider.

3. CLOSING THE DEAL - CONVERSIONS

Engagement helps you in so many ways, from boosting

the reach of your posts, to creating superfans and

dedicated clients.

Build awareness of your products and services and the

problems you solve, so you're top of mind when your

ideal client needs guidance. 



Short form videos are no longer optional, and videos

must be fun, entertaining, and most of all, fast paced.

Your objective is increasing brand awareness and

mind share, not drive conversions. Do not try to pull

people away from the app to download your guide or

purchase your product (unless you are selling a

physical product).

TikTok & Instagram Reels

Facebook, Instagram & LinkedIn are all favoring 2

minute videos. 

When cross promoting your videos, don't share a link

to multiple platforms. These brands all want to keep

users on their site, not drive them away.

Boosting Visibility 
On Social Media 

Keep Your Videos To 2 Mins Or Less



Okay, this trend is not really new, but if you're posting

videos on YouTube in 2022, tags are not going to help

you. Instead, focus on your keyword research, and

make sure those keywords are used in your headline

and the first 200 characters of your description. 

You don't need fancy video editing, but you do still

need a great thumbnail!

SEO Is Critical To YouTube Success

People go on Pinterest to plan. This makes it an

amazing platform to post your lead magnets and

freebies, recipes and more! 

Not to mention, your target audience as a health

coach aligns with the Pinterest platform perfectly.

Pinterest Is Still A Great Place To
Source Leads

Boosting Visibility 
On Social Media 



In a recent Neilson study, consumers said they don't

want to talk to a brand on the phone or schedule a

call, they prefer instant chat or messaging. 

This is a great opportunity to add Call to Actions in

your posts to "Send Me A Message," and open up

conversations in your DMs and get to know your ideal

client.

Facebook & Instagram Messaging Posts

You already know you need to keep track of what your

competitors are doing, and the questions your ideal

client has for you. However, you also need to pay

attention to what questions your clients have for your

competitors! 

Target your message toward the questions or

complaints your clients have toward the industry as a

whole.

Develop A Social Listening Strategy

Boosting Engagement 
On Your Posts



Instead of placing hashtags as the first comment

(that's SO 2021), add a comment or a question to get

your clients talking. 

Make sure you respond to people’s comments (watch

it closely 15 mins after posting), or within 48 hours if

the post is older.

Add A Top Comment To Your Posts

Organic reach has been decreasing for a few years,

and this is expected to continue in 2022. 

For your value posts, consider creating a Facebook / IG

ad with a small budget ($5-$10 TOTAL, depending on

audience size), to get your posts in front of more

eyeballs.

Put Your Money Where Your Social Is

Boosting Engagement 
On Your Posts



Digital product sales are not allowed on Instagram,

but you CAN utilize the new Link feature in stories to

drive traffic specifically to your products. 

The fewer steps you can make for your client, the

higher your conversion rates will be.

Consumers Want To Buy Products
Directly From Social Media

This is not a new trend, but this is a strategy to make it

more effective. Instead of posting a testimonial, ask

your clients to create their own posts (give them a

script if need be), and then tag you in it. 

Then you can share in your stories etc. and it really is a

powerful marketing tool.

UCG Is Still King, But It's Best If It
Comes Directly From Your Client

Converting Leads
Into Clients



The biggest source of conversions has always been

through email marketing. 

Make sure your emails are going to your client’s

primary inbox, and email them on a regular basis with

value tips, freebies and STORIES (not just sales). 

Offer them discounts or perks just for being on your

email list.

Don't Neglect Your Email List

Even though social media is constantly changing, you

don't need to be visible on every platform and execute

them flawlessly. 

Choose a platform that plays to your strengths, do

what you love, and have fun!

Your clients will notice, trust me.

Choose 1-2 Platforms & Have Fun!

Converting Leads
Into Clients


